
Think Fast Grammar Quiz Blue 3-Pre A: Week Four ii

F _____________________    

A _____________________     

N _____________________     

B _____________________

O _____________________

Y _____________________

S _____________________

S______________,  W_______________, 

Th_______________, 

B______________, I_______________,  

Al_______________,

M______________,  W______________, 

O______________,  

W______________, Y______________,  

N______________,

Be a Helper, Link Verbs,

I______________,  A_______________, 

A_____________,  W_____________,  

& W______________

B______________, & B______________, 

B______________, B______________ 

H_____________,  & H______________, 

& H______________,  are ones.

C______________,  C______________, 

S______________,  S______________ 

-- they are fun

W______________,  W______________, 

D_____________,  D_____________, 

D_____________, &  

D_____________

M______________,  M______________, 

M_______________  

-- they are some as well,

A______________,  L______________, 

S_____________,  R______________, 

T______________,   F_____________, 

& S_____________

Think Fast (con’t)

Coordinating Conjunctions BHL Verbs
(FANBOYS)

First Subordinators Learned 
in Rhyme

Interjection RhymeSAMPLE



1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ________________ 8. _________________

9. ________________ 10. ________________

11. ________________    12. ________________

13. _______________ 14. ________________

15. _______________ 16. ________________

17. _______________ 18. ________________

19. _______________ 20. ________________

21. _______________ 22. ________________

23. _______________ 24. ________________

25. _______________ 26. ________________

27. _______________ 28. ________________

29. _______________ 30. ________________

31. _______________ 32. ________________

33. _______________ 34. ________________

35. _______________ 36. ________________

37. _______________ 38. ________________

39. _______________ 40. ________________

41. _______________ 42. ________________

43. _______________ 44. ________________

45. _______________ 46. ________________

47. _______________ 48. ________________

49. _______________ 50. ________________

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ________________ 8. _________________

9. ________________    10. ________________

11. _______________    12. ________________

13. _______________    14. ________________

15. _______________    16. ________________

17. ________________  18. ________________

19. _______________    20. ________________

M___________, W___________, O___________,

W___________, Y___________, N___________,

Prepositions
Two Minutes or Three Minutes

Think Fast Grammar Quiz: Advanced Level
*Timing the lists is optional

Conjunctive Adverbs
One Minute

Interjection Rhyme
Thirty Seconds

Blue 4-B Think Fast Grammar Quiz: Week One iii

SAMPLE



Think Fast Grammar Quiz: Answer Key 5

101. round
102. save
103. save for
104. thro’
105. through
106. throughout
107. thru
108. to

109. together with
110. touching
111. toward
112. towards
113. tween
114. twixt
115. under
116. underneath

117. unto
118. up
119. up to
120. up until
121. upon
122. upwards of
123. via
124. with

125. with regard to
126. with regards to
127. with respect to
128. within
129. without

Prepositions That Fit Into “Space” Check Sentence: (continued) 
The plane flew the clouds.

Prepositions That Fit Into “Time-Plus” Check Sentence: 
The boy played the class.

1. about
2. according to
3. afore
4. after
5. ahead of
6. along
7. along with
8. alongside
9. alongside of

10. as to
11. aside
12. aside from
13. aside of
14. at
15. because of
16. before
17. by the time of
18. close to
19. concerning

20. considering
21. despite
22. due to
23. during
24. far from
25. following
26. in
27. in between
28. in lieu of
29. in regard to
30. in regards to
31. in spite of
32. in view of
33. including
34. inside
35. inside of
36. irrespective of
37. mid
38. midst

39. near
40. near to
41. nearer to
42. o’er
43. on account of
44. on behalf of
45. out of
46. outside
47. outside of
48. over
49. past
50. previous to
51. prior to
52. pursuant to
53. regarding
54. regardless of
55. respecting
56. since
57. subsequent to

58. thro’
59. through
60. throughout
61. thru
62. till
63. together with
64. touching
65. toward
66. towards
67. tween
68. twixt
69. until
70. up to
71. up until
72. with
73. with regard to
74. with regards to
75. with respect to
76. withinSAMPLE



Think Fast Grammar Quiz: Answer Key 11

at
about
against
all over
amid
amidst
among
amongst
by
close to
near
near to
nearer to
next to
nigh
on
through
together with
with
with regard to
with regards to
with respect to

atop
above
all over
atop of
nigh
nigher
nighest
o'er
on
on board
on to
onto
on top
on top of
over
up
up to
upon
upwards of

before
afore
ahead
ahead of
beyond
in front of
preparatory to
previous to
prior to
since
subsequent to

behind
after
afterwards
following
in back of
next

below
beneath
down
under
underneath

beneath
below
down
under
underneath

beside
along
along with
alongside
alongside of
amid
amidst
among
amongst
around

beside of
besides
by
mid
midst
near
near to
nearer to
next to
nigh

between
amid
amidst
among
amongst
betwixt
in between
inside
mid
midst
tween

beyond
above
after
as far as
away
away from
outside
past

by
alongside
around
at
beside
by dint of
by means of
by the time of
by way of
close to

concerning
depending on
due to
near
nearby
near to
next
next to
nigh
through
via
with
with regard to
with regards to
with respect to

down
beneath
below
under
underneath

except
bar
barring
besides
contrary to
devoid of
except for
excepting
excluding
exclusive of
notwithstanding
regardless of
without

for
because of
pro
towards
with regards to

Prepositions and Their Synonyms (continued)

SAMPLE
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